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Executive Summary 

• An online forum by TRENDS Research & Advisory entitled The Future of Wars and 

Military Industries took place on Tuesday, 24th August 2021.  

• Moderated by Dr. John Bruni founder and CEO of SAGE International Australia (SIA), 

the session discussed the enduring nature of military trends and the future of warfare, 

and emerging characteristics. In addition, the possibilities, challenges and future 

opportunities of AI and military capabilities in the 21st century were explored. The 

session also considered the impact of evolving military technologies on the Middle 

East’s security and stability along with the future of R&D and innovation in the global 

defense industry.   

Speaker’s Main Points:  

Yaakov Lappin - Research Associate, Begin-Sadat Center for Strategic Studies, 
Israel  

Lappin addressed AI and military capabilities in the 21st century: possibilities, challenges, 
and future opportunities. Lappin started his presentation by stating that "AI is boosting 
tactical and strategic decision-making and is being introduced at all levels that people 
would no longer be needed for video surveillance." He argued that AI is beginning to play 
a significant role in analyzing sensor information and quickly transforming military 
capabilities from the tactical-operational to the strategic level. Lappin also stated that AI 
is beneficial for accurate monitoring and distinction between civilians and the military on 
the battlefield. He also showed a video during his presentation of how these technologies 
are used on the battlefield and clarified how AI systems are increasingly assisting the IDF 
and field commanders take real-time decisions, enabling intelligence units to detect 
targets automatically. Lappin further explains how AI is used to build autonomous 
platforms and enable the autonomy of military vehicles, where they can engage and fire 
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after receiving the order. He clarifies the ability of AI to scan massive amounts of data 
and how it is making an invaluable part of the IDF's ability to track down time-sensitive 
targets when facing "terror armies," such as Hamas and Hezbollah. 

Dr. Uzi Rubin - Israeli defense enginner and analyst, Research Fellow, Jerusalem 
Institute for Strategy and Security, Israel 

Rubin looked at the future battlefield from a wide viewpoint. Lessons from the past teach 
us that technology shapes wars and change the course of history. In the aftermath of the 
Second World War, battlefields have been dominated by large, complex, and heavy war 
machines and imprecise firepower. However, this is all changing rapidly at the moment. 
The impact of the high-tech revolution on the wars fought in the 21st century has been 
twofold. On the one hand, there are military impacts on force structure; and on the other, 
we have societal implications for force application. 20th-century wars relied upon the 
legacy of the leading traditional military platforms, such as warships, tanks, and combat 
aircraft firing unsophisticated, “dumb” munitions with statistical accuracy. Targets hit was 
a matter of statistics, which considered how many munitions were fired, and from how 
far. Since the miss distance of a “dumb” munition is a vital function of the range, proximity 
to the target was crucial to achieving a hit. Proximity exposed the leading platforms to 
counter-fire from the targets, causing attrition and force erosion. Therefore, the main 
platforms needed to be cheap and plentiful to sustain high attrition rates. 

As the manual anti-aircraft became more sophisticated, it grew in its precision, too. In 
turn, platforms have also become increasingly and highly expensive. Augustin’s Law 
predicts that skyrocketing costs will make combat aircraft unaffordable. Augustin joked 
that, in the future, an air force would only own one aircraft, which is not far from the truth 
in today’s world. Considering the number of fighting platforms in the US military, for 
example, we can detect that it is decreasing due to the high costs. 

The advent of high-tech revolution has been enabled by the following key drivers: Very 
Large-Scale Integration (VLSI) – Moore’s Law; MEMS (Micro Electro Mechanical 
Systems); high-density power sources (such as lithium-ion); super-strong permanent 
magnets (for example, neodymium); and space technologies (rockets and satellites). In 
addition, veritable revolution was caused by the introduction of satellite precision 
navigation (GPS, GLONASS, Galileo). This, in turn, allowed GPS enhanced “low-cost 
competent navigation systems” with Fiber Optic Lasers (FOG) gyros and later with MEMS 
gyros.  Today, inertial “platforms on a chip” are a commodity in consumer electronics. For 
example, smartphone MEMS applications enable it to turn into a missile or unmanned 
aerial vehicle (UAV) navigation system. And this constitutes a real revolution. In the 
course of 50 years, the cost of accuracy has plummeted by four orders of magnitudes, 
and its size shrunk by six orders of magnitudes. 
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The plummeting cost of the precision platform has been coupled with the exploitation of 
the breakthrough in accuracy. The next big idea that may be emerge from this trend is 
converting “dumb” weapons into smart precision weapons at smart prices. This concept 
is easily applicable to reconnaissance UAVs, artillery rockets, and gravity bombs. The 
next logical step is a self-propelled, autonomous ordinance. We have also been able to 
turn statistical munition into pinpoint precision munition. This has led to converting legacy-
accuracy ballistic missiles into precision ballistic missiles. In fact, many countries have 
already applied and copied this practice. 

In the Vietnam War era, reconnaissance UAVs replaced manned reconnaissance aircraft. 
The United States of America and Israel have made reconnaissance UAVs both simpler 
and cheaper. As reconnaissance drones, UAVs have also been turned into precision 
strike weapons. UAV armed with precision bombs was used in the Nagorno Karabakh 
War in 2020. Furthermore, we have also seen what self-guided, suicide UAVs can do 
during Iran’s attack on Saudi Arabian oil installations on September 14, 2019, and its 
attack on the moving tanker ship traveling from Tanzania to the United Arab Emirates on 
July 30, 2021. In the latter instance, a moving ship was targeted in this manner for the 
first time in history. Technically speaking, this has never been attempted before. 

The high-tech revolution of the kind we are witnessing today has both military and societal 
consequences. By enabling instant personal communication, it has turned war into a 
reality show capable of provoking a reaction from the society. It has also catapulted social 
networks and commercial media into significant political players. In Western societies, 
this has reduced tolerance for military losses on one’s side. And it has also reduced 
tolerance for collateral losses of the other side’s uninvolved civilians. This growing trend 
deters democratic societies from putting troops on the ground and pulling them away from 
conflict. Most recently, we have seen this in Afghanistan. 

This trend also promotes the use of robots on the battlefield, or what we could refer to as 
the robotization of the battlefield. The combination of diminishing survivability, costly 
traditional military platforms, and the growing risk to the life of their operators have all 
compelled military forces to turn to robotic systems to fulfill an increasing role in armed 
forces. This practice is now well established in air warfare with unmanned combat aerial 
vehicles (UCAVs) and is also spreading to naval and land warfare. Robotization seems 
to accelerate the decline of traditional military platforms.  

Unmanned or partly operated fighting systems will be increasingly relied upon on the 
battlefield. The platform of manned forces will be taken away from warfare altogether. The 
future battlefield will be void of people but filled with robots. Military troops will be kept 
back and out of danger, operating on screens in bunkers behind the frontlines. 
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The same high-tech revolution that has brought forth the modern, low-cost, high-
precision, and high-lethality munition is also proving the technologies for the self-defense 
of the traditional military platforms against that munition. Active defense solutions have 
first appeared in naval warfare but are now spreading to terrestrial and air warfare. As 
long as active defense provides acceptable survivability rates, it stands to reason that the 
leading traditional military platforms will remain in use, albeit in ever decreasing numbers. 

US weapons are costly, and the Washington government expects the customers to 
subsidize their costs. Sixth-generation aircraft are probably going to be unmanned. In 
order to defeat asymmetric war, you also have to fight an asymmetric battle. This is a 
cruel thing to say, as it generates collateral damage. Nevertheless, technologies drive us. 

There are international norms against fighting in space. If the norms continue not to hold, 
however, the future will speak for itself. In addition, every cyber-attack is a crime. 

 


